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Huge distinction existed between the south and the north in eastern China 
bounded by the Yangzi River in the period of Wei-Jin, Norther and Southern 
Dynasties. That is an unavoidable issue to research the history in this period. Much 
about the distinction has been discussed among the academia, however, less about the 
cause of its birth and how to finally overcome the repellency of the heterogeneity and 
move towards integration course has been explored. From this point this thesis 
explores the northbound & southbound migration of aristocracy in East and West Jin 
as well as the consequent integration of the South-North culture. 
War and chaos were quite often in Wei-Jin period. War brought huge strife to 
culture, which was called “ Fault Line” by researchers, but it as well spurned the birth 
of diversified thought. While the sequential peaceful age is the period to adjust the 
varied thought that was generated by the war. Thus this thesis intercepts the two 
periods after West Jin pacified the chaos of Wuhou and Yongjia and the south and the 
north came into relatively stable confrontation situation, choosing “Scholars” 
representing the traditional culture as the investigation object and reviewing the 
distinction and vicissitudes of the culture that they represented. The first half selects 
Two Lu as the case study, investigating the scholars in the former Sun Wu kingdom 
who represented the southern culture and came to Luoyang for official positions as 
well as their motives to move to Luoyang, behavior and the results. It concludes that 
despite their failure in politics their northbound migration contributed much to the 
integration of the south and north culture and the scholars from the south brought 
Confucianism that rectified the social order to scholars in the Central Plain and West 
Jin dynasty and while the scholars in the Central Plain fed the atmosphere of 
metaphysics to the scholars from the south. The second half stresses that after the 
southbound crossing scholars from the Central Plain settled down in the south after 
the Yongjia Chaos, metaphysics combined with the beauty of the nature headed for the 
new world and became the dominant culture in the south in the special political and 
economic environment. The culture of the scholars in former Sun Wu kingdom itself 
was affiliated by metaphysics. 
From the above we can easy make the deduction that the style of study of the 













metaphysics in the North and that to a great extent  the Jingxue of the Confucian 
were assimilated by the metaphysics along with the above mentioned genes’ coming 
in the South. Therefore, after the decline of Taixue which once was the academically 
center in Han dynasty the genes were the means of the pass of the learning. The 
learning and the culture of the North and the South changed acutely with the few 
genes of metaphysics’ being and emigration. The system of the clans had a profound 
influence on the historical development of mediaeval China not only from the politics 
but also from the culture. 
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